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Co-ordinator’s comment
City Centre cycling ‘permanent’
… for 12 months

If you like what you see in this newsletter,
add your voice to those of our 800
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year,
discounts at a large number of bike
shops, and you will be supporting our
work.

A major plank of the Campaign’s manifesto
has been realised after some 12 years of
campaigning. City centre cycling is now
legal at long last. The area is part of many
key routes around Cambridge and allows
cyclists to avoid the Hobson Street run and
Queen’s Road, which are longer and more
dangerous diversions. And in a city like
Cambridge, where cycling is part of our culture, to have a major area out of bounds to
cyclists was incongruous. The change has
resulted in some national coverage in a variety of transport-related publications.

Join now on-line at
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership.
Please get in touch if you want to hear
more.

Elected Officers 2006–2007
Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Jim Chisholm
Membership Secretary – Dave Earl
Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving
Treasurer – Clare Macrae

Press Officer – James Woodburn
Officers without portfolio – Mike Causer,
Monica Frisch, James Gilbert, Vanessa
Kelly, Simon Nuttall, Alasdair Poore and
Lisa Woodburn

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN
Telephone and fax (01223) 690718
Internet: www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk
This newsletter is printed on recycled
paper by Victoire Press, Bar Hill.
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The one-way system was ultimately
designed for cars, rather than intended as a
deliberate restriction for cyclists. The
current streetscape is not well suited to
contraflow cycling when an oncoming vehicle approaches, and arguably, had it been
designed in the 1990s, things might be
different. Very many cyclists either fail to
understand the restriction (perhaps they are
looking ahead to avoid getting near
pedestrians rather than looking up at small
signs), or just ignore it. One Cabinet
member even admitted to cycling the
wrong way in the area! However, the oneway system is what we have, and it is not
going to be changed just for cyclists. We
favour enforcement of rules where they
exist.
For these reasons, we support Councillors’
view that the County Council should
request, at a high level, increased police
enforcement. We also need to see the signage improved. But we should also enjoy the
new-found freedom of the city and encourage others to make sure it stays that way.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club but an
organisation for lobbying and
campaigning for the rights of cyclists, and
for promoting cycling in and around
Cambridge.
Our regular stall on Saturdays outside
the Guildhall is the public face of the
campaign; volunteers are always
welcome to help. And don’t forget our
meetings, open to all, on the first
Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm
at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus
Lane, Cambridge.

the one-way system. Partly this is due to
people ignoring restrictions, but it has been
quite clear from ongoing debates that the
signage is considered unclear.

The City Centre bike ban is lifted… but
with a sting in the tail.
However, the newly ‘permanent’ decision to
allow cycling comes with a sting in its tail.
Although full permanence was supported by
a majority of the Traffic Management Area
Joint Committee (for which those Councillors are to be congratulated), the County
Council’s Cabinet, to whom the decision
was referred, and which consists entirely of
Conservative County Councillors from outside Cambridge, was wary of the change.
Evidence of pro-active support for cycling
was not strongly evident from the discussion. As a means of keeping control of the
issue, Cabinet decided ‘to undertake a formal review of a permanent order after 12
months to assess progress on enforcement
and safety concerns with the intention of
revoking the permanent order if sufficient
progress is not demonstrated.’
It is imperative that we, as a Campaign, step
up our lobbying to improve enforcement
against rogue cycling in the area, so that
pedestrian comfort is maintained. There are
always going to be some completely inconsiderate menaces who tear through the city
– and such antisocial behaviour should be
cracked down on, hard. But the main source
of complaint is against cyclists going against

Video activism
A video of bike interactions with buses,
made by a Campaign member and posted
on the video website YouTube, has resulted
in quite a lot of media interest and much
member discussion. The video, from a
handlebar-mounted camera, shows a bus
overtaking – then pulling in front of – the
cyclist.

Handlebar-mounted camera video
makes local media via YouTube.

Campaigning
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The first piece of media coverage was a
radio piece featuring the cyclist and someone from the County Council’s Road Safety
team. Her response to dangerous driving
was that cyclists should use safety equipment, aka a helmet. (This cyclist was
wearing a helmet…) How does a helmet
tackle dangerous driving? Shouldn’t the
response have been to improve bus driver
training (as we have long argued) and to
improve the road environment so that
cyclists are given more space on the roads
(ditto)?

Regent Street: some progress
After some delays the cycle by-pass lane to
the ‘out of use’ bollards in Regent Street has
been closed off, and cyclists directed
through the bus gate. This should eliminate
the possibility of cyclists being ‘squashed’ at
the pinch point beyond.
It is now expected that the bollards will not
come into operation until July. At that time
both the speed and volume of motor traffic
at this location will be much reduced, and
the Council has proposed a change to the
layout of lanes that we will discuss.

The Campaign has no formal position on
the use of helmets. But if the Road Safety
department is limited to the mantra of
safety equipment rather than genuine
solutions which tackle the source of the
problem, there is a long way to go before
Cambridgeshire cyclists can be assured their
council is working in their interests.

Jim Chisholm

Martin Lucas-Smith

Addenbrooke’s Access Road
In Newsletter 65 we reported on plans for
the Addenbrooke’s Access Road. These
were passed late in 2006 and a number of
objections we made were overruled. We are
still concerned that the road creates an
impermeable barrier between the new
housing and informal recreation areas to
the south for ‘vulnerable’ modes, although
the road itself will have both on road lanes,
and a ‘shared use’ path on the north side.
We will strongly press for a 30 mph limit
over the whole length when relevant orders
are published.
We’ve also had further informal meetings
about junction design, specifically those
with the Hauxton Road and Shelford Road.
At Shelford Road we have strong reservations about the long left turn lane which will
be provided for traffic that is expected to
‘rat run’ from the south to get to M11 junction 11 rather than use junction 10
(Duxford). Even if models show this traffic,
we don’t think it should be catered for by
making the Shelford Road junction a barrier
for those cycling from the south. We have
received assurance that no guard rails will
be installed at this junction, and it is hoped
that access for pedestrians and cyclists to
local developments will enable some cyclists
to avoid it. The junction with Hauxton Road
is problematic because details of its layout
may be affected by any junction into
Trumpington Meadows. The routes cyclists

take may be much altered by both the probable provision of a cycle route from Hauxton
using the accommodation bridge over the
M11 north of junction 11 and the cycle
route beside the Guided Bus track.
Work on the first section from Hauxton
Road to Shelford Road (and just beyond) is
expected to start shortly using a govern-

ment grant, but further sections including
the bridge over the railway are due to be
funded by developers when they are
granted planning permission.
Jim Chisholm
Map copyright © 2007 openstreetmap.org
freely usable under Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 license.
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Planning for changes on Hills Road
Two major changes on Hills Road are now
being planned. Cambridge Cycling Campaign was represented at a stakeholders’
workshop in early March prior to presentation of plans to the Cambridge Area Joint
Traffic Management Committee in April.

Hills Road bridge would
need to be widened to
accommodate both better
cycle facilities and a
turning lane into a new
station access road.

Station Link Road
Firstly, Cambridgeshire County Council has
obtained funding from the Department for
Transport (DfT) as part of the Communities
Infrastructure Funding (CIF) to help with the
construction of a link road from Cambridge
Station to Hills Road.
The proposal is for an extra arm at the
Brooklands Avenue junction, but only for
buses and cyclists (no doubt pressure will be
applied to allow use by taxis). Suggestions
were that the link would be only ‘left out’
and ‘right in’, but it is clear that, at least for
cyclists, there will be significant demand for

representative would prefer no cyclists on
the link, but this would of course relegate
them to congested pavements with the
road empty most of time (a road like this
could take around 1000 vehicles per hour
and still be shared with bikes).
The northbound road from the bridge
would be widened to provide a right turn
lane some 50 m long. At times when traffic
speeds are high many cyclists might find it
difficult to access this lane, but a two stage

Buses and cycles will soon
be able to reach the
station from the
Brooklands Avenue
junction, although space
alongside the Earl of Derby
pub is a limitation.

One problem here is that the Earl of Derby
pub restricts space at the exit from this junction. All parties at the workshop thought
that gaining a route for cyclists and pedestrians off the link road to the rear of the pub
must be achieved, preferably in the short
term using a route through the Network
Rail signalling centre car park, but later integrated into ‘CB1’ plans for the station area.
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Hills Road Bridge
Some eighteen months ago there was a
consultation regarding options for widening
this bridge and these have now resurfaced
including a new option C1, although the
time scale for actual work is unclear.
At the workshop we were shown a new
modified arrangement of proposal C in the
original consultation. This is extremely
similar to the option suggested in our
Newsletter 65.

‘straight across’ to and from Brooklands
Avenue. There should be no problem
banning ‘right out.’

Plans suggest about 25
buses per hour (one every
two minutes) each way, so
sharing road space on the
link with pedal cycles
should not be a problem,
especially as it is short and
speeds should be slow. At
bus stops some (usual)
problems will arise, but the
design of this area was not
considered at this meeting,
as it does not form part of
the CIF funding. The
Stagecoach (bus company)

pass here, and at that time many drivers will
make an alternative route choice. When
capacity increases again following that
work, an opportunity could be taken to
transfer some phase time at the lights to
pedestrians, cyclists and buses, without
much effect on motorists.

crossing for pedestrians just short of the
right turn lane will provide an alternative.
This proposed crossing may not be deliverable in the time-scale and budget of the CIF
funding, but must form a vital part of the
whole scheme.
There was much discussion from the powers that be about the need to 'preserve'
capacity for motor vehicles, despite the
Local Transport Plan affording a priority for
cyclists and pedestrians. There will of course
be serious capacity problems over Hills Road
Bridge during the construction of
Cambridge guided bus (and cycle) under-

This new option provides for ‘on-road’ lanes
for the vast majority of cyclists, giving them
the opportunity to tackle the adjacent junctions as ‘vehicles’ rather than ‘pedestrians’.
It also allows timid cyclists or those doing
trips which would otherwise involve crossing this busy road twice within a few
hundred metres to use ‘shared space’ on
pavements which would be over three
metres wide.
Options A and B are now not considered
worth doing (too little gain for the disruption). The C options involve widening the
bridge on one side with strengthened footways and parapets at a cost of £3.8 million

The proposal we made for improving cycling over Hills Road Bridge, from Newsletter
65. Whatever happens on this bridge, we are adamant that there must be on-road
provision for cyclists

Campaigning
(2005 costs). The original option C had no
on-road cycle lanes, giving severe problems
for cyclists at junctions, and we strongly
opposed that at the time. Option D, which
is a separate ‘box’ bridge, is felt by many to
be poor due to ‘personal safety’ problems,
and has no ‘on-road’ cycle lanes.
One person at the meeting vehemently
condemned any shared-use as they say that
irresponsible cyclists hassle mothers and
children off the (shared use) footpath
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beside Cherry Hinton Road. This line clearly
needs to be countered: you don't ban all
cars from a road because of a few antisocial drivers.
The section of path referred to is severely
sub-standard and the road is littered with
parked cars, making many cyclists feel
(probably incorrectly) that the path is a safer
option than the road.

unsegregated shared use is the best footway option. Segregation would leave both
widths inadequate, but encourage two-way
off road cycling. At busy times pedestrians
will naturally tame cyclist speeds, (have you
ever tried even walking against the fluid
mass of Hills Road Sixth Form College students?), but off-peak plenty of space will be
available for mums with kids on bikes as
well as pedestrians.

Some may feel that the shared use over the
bridge should be segregated but I feel that

Jim Chisholm

Reduce Speed Now! (20’s plenty)
In August last year a new Government
circular Setting Local Speed Limits was published by the Department for Transport. This
replaces one that was published as long ago
as 1993. Since that date far more has
become known about the effects of speed
and especially excessive speed on crash
rates. We as cyclists also know that speed of
motor traffic is one of the major things that
deter many cyclists, and potential cyclists,
from making trips. Cambridgeshire County
Council has in the past seemed reluctant to
reduce speed limits, and has been especially
slow in introducing 20 mph limits in
residential areas.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign and other
groups have asked for lower limits in their
areas but have found this impossible due
either to ‘the rules’ or the costs. In comparison, Hull has introduced over 100 areas
with 20 mph limits. In these areas serious
injuries have been reduced by 90% and
child pedestrian casualties are down by
74%.

welcome—is the change from the use of
85% speed to ‘average’ speed, when
assessing if limits can be reduced without
‘hard’ measures (speed bumps to you). For
example, previously to get a ‘self-enforcing’
20 mph zone, at least 85% of vehicles were
expected to be already travelling below
25 mph, whereas with the proposed new
policy only some 50% need be travelling
below 24 mph, a much less rigorous
requirement. No doubt some FRS in statistics will question my use of ‘50%’ and
‘average’ in what is obviously a skew distribution, but traffic is not an exact science.
What concerns me is that, to gain all the
benefits of reduced speeds, we need what
might be called a ‘crash programme’ to get
new
limits
introduced
throughout
Cambridgeshire. The Government guidance
asks that limits are reviewed on all A and B
roads and any necessary changes are implemented by 2011. I don’t think this will result
in big changes to limits; some may even go
up.

Although this has cost significant amounts
of money it is estimated that for every
pound spent it has saved ten in terms of
injury costs. They started this programme in
1994 and it has been called ‘a beacon of
good practice’.

I was also surprised to find that the Officer
leading this work within the County Council
seemed unaware of the well-reported work
done by Hull City Council, and only quotes
just-started work in Portsmouth.
Remember:
hit by a car at 40 mph, 9 out of 10
pedestrians will be killed

www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl71t2000

hit by a car at 30 mph, around 20% of
pedestrians will be killed

Now the county council is conducting a
‘Review of Current Speed Limit Policy’. This
has apparently already reached at least draft
2 and a workshop was held in February, but
as far as we are aware campaign groups
such as ourselves who have strong interests
in the issue were not invited.

hit by a car at 20 mph, only 2.5% of
pedestrians will be killed
and:
At 25 per cent above the average speed,
a driver is about six times more likely to
have an accident than a driver travelling
at the average speed

This issue will be raised at the Cambridge
Area Joint Traffic Management Committee
on 23 April, so there is now the opportunity
to lobby Councillors. Final approval of a
revised policy is expected from the County’s
Cabinet in June or early July.
We’ve seen ‘draft 2’, and one change,
which now follows the new government
guidance—and which we very much

It is on urban residential streets, and (what
should be) quiet rural roads where Government guidance ought to enable lower limits
to be set over a wide area without major
engineering measures. There seems little
suggestion that extra funding will be available even for such simple measures, and my
limited experience is that schemes proposed
by, for example, parish councils will mostly
fail, often because there is not the expertise
to write them! Although some may claim
that the introduction of individual 20 mph
limits does not necessarily significantly
reduce speeds, wider studies have shown
that you do not have to reduce speeds by
large amounts to reduce crashes significantly. The widespread introduction of such
20 mph limits also sends a clear message to
drivers, and the results from areas such as
Hull show that they are extremely effective
in reducing road casualties, targets which
Cambridgeshire is finding it hard to meet.

Let us see if we can both reduce limits and
make exceeding the limits on residential
roads and quiet lanes as anti-social as drink
driving (and using a hand held mobile?)

20 mph zones: thin on the ground in
Cambridge.

Jim Chisholm
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Cambridgeshire Guided Busway (and cyclists)
Some items have appeared in the press regarding this work, including the official start of construction.
Several members of Cambridge Cycling Campaign have been
involved in consultations at a local level, and I’ve been involved in
RoW (Rights of Way) meetings. This scheme should provide some
excellent cycleways which will avoid busy roads and junctions and
make many trips shorter and even more trips possible by less
confident cyclists. Construction will cause considerable disruption
at a number of locations over the next two years, especially at the
Hills Road bridge.
As part of the scheme it will deliver a surfaced cycle route from
Trumpington Park & Ride site through two of the areas to be
developed as part of the Southern Fringe, with a branch to
Addenbrooke’s Hospital. This will then go on under Hills Road
Bridge and to the railway station. The busway will be alternate
one-way in the Trumpington cutting to accommodate the cycle
route and, adjacent to the old railway bridge under Long Road to
be used by buses, a ‘box’ underpass for cyclists and pedestrians will
also be provided. Although designs for the underpass beneath Hills
Road are now fixed, the operation of the unguided section between
the bridge and the station is not, and we believe it is essential that
cyclists are permitted to use the road here, as the narrow
pavements will probably carry many pedestrians.
North of Cambridge, cyclists will get a surfaced route from Arbury
Park, and the Science Park, via CRC (Cambridge Regional College)
to Histon. This will provide good routes from Histon and Impington
to the Science Park, and if a short new stretch of path can be
provided adjacent to the football ground, a route to Impington
Village College will be available that avoids crossing the main road
in Impington.
Beyond Histon there are no current plans to tarmac the route as
part of this scheme, but we need to ensure that funds are made
available to do this work as part of the Northstowe development.
Beyond that a surface will be provided that is similar to that on the
Cam towpath to Waterbeach. Environment Agency concerns over
surface runoff and flooding will make it more difficult to achieve a
tarmac surface in this area, even though they will no doubt allow a
vastly widened multi-lane A14 and feeder roads!
The final designs for the bus stops have yet to be agreed, and we’ll
do everything we can to ensure that suitable amounts of secure
parking for bikes are available.
There is still a question about which sections will receive what sort
of lighting and how the lighting will be paid for, as it falls outside
the Transport Works Act powers. We’ve written to Cambridgeshire

Construction has just started on a bridge which will connect
the Guided Bus route to Addenbrooke’s, and provide the
first of two railway crossings for cyclists in the area. [see
map on page 3]
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County Council on this issue and believe funds should either come
from the Local Transport Plan or ‘Section 106’ deals from
developers of adjacent sites. It will be unacceptable for the busy
sections of these cycle routes to be unlit. They will carry significant
year round commuting cyclists, all the alternative roads will be lit,
and bus headlights on the adjacent guideway risk dazzling cyclists.
For both ‘Road’ and ‘Personal’ safety we believe these routes need
lighting.
Jim Chisholm

Designs for the Guided
Bus and cycle route
underpass beneath
Hills Road are now
fixed, but the
operation of the
unguided section in
this area between the
bridge and the station
is not.

Feature
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Cambridge Cycleways Report 1975
Much of the established cycleways infrastructure that we ride in
Cambridge today was recommended by this 32 year old report.
Back then I was riding to school every day on my Raleigh Chopper
along the busy A47 in Leicestershire, despite having a free bus pass.
It was only two years after the ‘oil crisis’, private car ownership was
rising dramatically, bicycle use was dwindling nationally and Jasper
Carrott’s ‘Funky Moped’ was clattering around the ‘Hit Parade’.

Z. Z. Top
Here is the promising opening remark:
‘1.1 There has been a growing realisation in recent years
that the unrestrained use of the private car is no longer a
feasible option in most cities and attention has therefore
been focussed on alternative forms of transport, notably
improved public transport and the greater use of the bicycle,
as a means of reducing congestion and over-use of the
motor car.’
I find it remarkable that this sort of thing was being said back then.
The report delves into a sensible and seemingly methodical
approach, but here is the first sentence of their headline recommendation:
‘7. 1 The most effective way of improving conditions for
cyclists in the City is to proceed with plans for the
construction of relief roads.’
This is the first mention of the manipulative term ‘Relief Road’ in the
report, and it’s in their headline conclusion. What went wrong?
Looking back, do we really think that building the M11, the A14,
King’s Hedges Road, and extending and widening the ring road was
the most effective way of improving conditions for cyclists?

REO Speedwagon
The report studied these four ways of improving cycling:

A page from the 1975 report showing density
of cycling. The most noticeable difference
from now is the Addenbrooke’s area.
Although the terminology is a bit muddled at this point in the report
there is recognition (from experience in Scandinavia) that cyclists
who have been removed from the traffic stream either by cycle
lanes or tracks alongside the road are
‘… much more prone to accident at this merging point…’
when they need to rejoin it. Regrettably we have come to realise
this, as vehicles turning left across the path of cyclists riding along
a cycle lane is one of the most common types of injury-collision.

(a) Segregated Cycle Networks

Mud on Road

(b) Traffic management schemes

Its quite difficult to tell from the black and white maps what was
actually recommended. But thanks to some high quality scans from
a fellow committee member I have been able to produce the
summary listed in the table overleaf.

(c) Alternative Routes on Minor Roads
(d) Cycle Lanes on existing carriageways
Stevenage and Peterborough were cited as good examples of
option (a), and although it was considered to be probably the best
solution for Cambridge, cost and lack of space ruled it out. Option
(b) referred to the then recent closure of through motor traffic from
Trinity Street to King’s Parade. This had resulted in much reduced
traffic in central streets and eliminated the chaos at Senate House
Hill. Option (c) permitted through cycle traffic on roads that were
closed to through motor traffic – such as at Gwydir Street.
Option (d): Painting ‘Cycle Lanes’ was identified as being cheap at
only nine new pence per metre (compared to £5 for cycle tracks),
and easy to undo. But even then the problems that we now know
only too well were anticipated:
‘The most immediate problem is one of contravention by
other road users.’
‘The second serious problem is one of parked vehicles… this
is a danger for cyclists… parking would need to be
prohibited…’

In 1975 they
recognised
that the most
immediate
problem of
lanes is one of
contravention
by other road
users. It still is.
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Summary report recommendations (working clockwise from north of the city centre)
The items [in brackets] were deemed too costly or impractical at the time. “Beyond” means further out from the city
centre. Table continued opposite.
Street

Cycle
Tracks

Downing and
Pembroke Streets
Park Terrace
Histon Road

Beyond
Gilbert Road

Gilbert Road

Yes

Cycle
Lanes

Traffic
Junction Proposal
Restraint

What Happened?

Yes

Yes

Contra flow Cycle Lanes in the late 1970s

Yes

Yes

Shared use alongside Parker’s Piece
Narrow cycle lanes north of Gilbert Road
Traffic Lights with
Carlton Way

Yes

Stretten Avenue

Yes

Arbury Road

Yes

Carlton Way
Campkin Way

Yes
Yes

Milton Road

Beyond
Chesterton
Hall Crescent

Green End Road
Chesterton Lane
Chesterton Road

Island refuges at Herbert
Street, Elizabeth Way,
Traffic Lights at Union
Lane

Beyond
Green End
Road
[Yes]

Beyond
Railway

[Out to
Railway]
[Yes]

[Yes]

Yes
Yes
[Yes]
Yes

St Barnabas Road

Yes

Tenison Road
Station Road
Coleridge Road
Radegund Road
Perne Road and
Mowbray Road
Glebe Road

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
[Yes]
[Yes]

Cherry Hinton
Road

Beyond Perne
Road

Yes
[Beyond
Perne
Road]
[Yes]

Yes

Yes
Beyond
Trumpington Road Brooklands
Avenue
Lensfield Road
Two-way on
Barton Road
North side of
Road

[Station
Road to
Cavendish
Avenue]

Bus and Cycle lanes introduced in 2000s

Access restriction
favouring cyclists

False one-way street, traffic lights each end.
Access to Lyndewode Road closed to motor vehicles
Still no agreed changes 30 years on.
Traffic lights at Radegund Road are being installed right now
Traffic calming

Traffic Lights at Coleridge
Poor quality shared use along much of the length
Road
Dangerously narrow cycle lanes
Mix of cycle lanes and shared use over most of length except at
railway bridge

Long Road

8

Shared use for much of its length.
Plans to widen the ring road were eventually dropped. Toucan
Crossing in 2005 linking Norfolk and Burleigh Streets.

Island refuge at Mowbray
Narrow cycle lanes
Road

Yes

Cherry Hinton High
Street
Hills Road

No island refuges were built. Bus and cycle lane created inbound
in 1990s. Narrow outbound land, and shared use created “the
Milton Road effect”.

Bus Lane, and recently Toucan Crossings.
Cycle track one side, incomplete shared use on the other. Cyclehostile underpass.
Late 1990s: Speed humps and 20mph speed limit in North Romsey
Late 1990s: Speed humps and 20mph speed limit in North Romsey
No change, but Cycle Bridge over railway created 'parallel route'.
Plugged but permitting cycle access.

Yes

Thoday Street
Vinery Road
Mill Road
Gwydir Street

Traffic Calming - raised table and speed humps
King’s Hedges Road was extended. A chicane, traffic lights and
mini-roundabouts appeared in the 1990s
Traffic Calmed in 2004
Traffic Calmed mini roundabouts, speed cushions

Traffic Calmed in the 1990s

Underpass at Burleigh
Street
Traffic Lights with
Coldhams Lane

[Yes]

Victoria Avenue
Barnwell Road

[Yes]
[Yes]

[Yes]
[Yes]

East Road
Newmarket Road

Traffic Lights with
Victoria Road

Advisory cycle lanes introduced on both sides.

Shared use recently upgraded.
Yes
Yes

Cycle track alongside and cycle lane within a bus lane
[Yes]

Nothing
Shared use cycle track all the way to Barton opened in late 1990s

Feature
Street
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Cycle
Tracks

Cycle
Lanes

Queens’ Road
Grange Road
Sedgwick Avenue
Madingley Road
Huntingdon Road

Yes
Beyond
Storey's Way

Traffic
Junction Proposal
Restraint
Underpass at Burrell’s
Long term
Walk
Yes
[Yes]

Yes

What Happened?
Pedestrian Crossing upgrade to Toucan in early 2000s
20mph limit, narrow cycle lanes and speed humps
Nothing
Worst example of shared use on both sides of the road.
Useful cycle lanes along much of the length but they have proved
hazardous.

Looking back where this report recommends ‘Cycle Tracks’ what we’ve actually
ended up with is ‘Shared Use.’ The crucial
difference between them has been lost. In
Scandinavia motor vehicle drivers are usually very careful to slow down to give way
to riders in a cycle track as they turn into a
side road. This is backed up by laws that put
the presumption of blame onto them if
there is a collision. Rather than ending up
with proper segregated cycle tracks, of
which there are very few good examples in
Cambridge, we’ve got shared-use pavements.

The report also recommended more traffic
restraint in the city centre, which has
brought us rising bollards and the Core
Traffic Scheme. Traffic has not been
restrained in Mill Road but an alternative
route from Cherry Hinton was created with
the opening of the cycle bridge over the
railway at Cambridge Station.

This report recommended the contra-flow
cycle lanes in Downing Street and Pembroke Street. These have been absolutely
vital to keeping cycling levels high in the
city. We still hope for a filter phase at the
lights from St Andrew’s Street. These cycle
lanes, though, are regularly violated by
delivery vehicles and we find ourselves
having to be perpetually vigilant there.

cycle parking: ‘the V-grip type of cycle
rack is preferable’ (Oh dear, oh dear, oh
dear.) [Editor’s note: the authors mean
it is preferable to the dreadful concrete
slots, better described as wheel-bending
racks, which were normal at the time.]

The Clangers
It recommended:
cycle lanes 1.2 metres wide (one way),
2.2 metres (two way) !

Detailed maps were provided showing
where banks of cycle racks were to be
placed, and at what angle: 25º, 45º or 90º.
It was my pleasure to replace most of them
with Sheffield style racks in 2001 in an
attempt to reduce theft.

Mungo Jerry – The Pushbike
Song
The style and approach of the report is naturally quite different to what we would
expect nowadays. The only external people
to have been consulted seem to be the
Road Research Laboratory. There is no
apparent input from local cyclists, or the
police, and all cyclists are referred to as male.

‘The V-grip type of cycle rack
is preferable.’
36.6% to 30.0% – which is slightly more
than the 28% figure the RAC reported in
2005. It seems that even by 1975
Cheltenham was doomed, and so perhaps
after all we can hold up this report for
saving cycling in Cambridge.
Simon Nuttall
A copy of the report can be found at
www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleways
1975.

Although we are now aware of the problems of narrow cycle lanes, this report
advocates a widespread decoration of the
streets with ‘Cycling Facilities’ and
some areas of traffic restraint
which still permit cycling permeability. These must have
contributed to Cambridge’s
image as a cycling city.

The Downing Street contraflow lane
was one of the earliest
recommendations from the 1975
report to be implemented. This is one
of the most useful cycling facilities in
Cambridge.

In the five years from 1966,
cycling levels in Cheltenham
collapsed from 21.6% of
journeys to work to 5.6%. In
Cambridge the fall was from

‘this report advocates a widespread decoration of
the streets with “Cycling Facilities”’
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Car Clubs: what’s in it for cyclists?
Well you could sell your car, (I’ll keep my old VW camper) and get
all the benefits for lots less money. Perhaps as important, why
should cyclists who don’t own a car, and don’t find the need for
one, support these schemes?
But first, let’s explain what we mean by a car club. The first car clubs
were just groups of people who got together and ‘shared’ a single
car, and these existed some 25 years ago. Today things are more
sophisticated, and many are run by commercial organisations.
Users, after joining a club, have to do little except book the car,
probably over the Internet, and may have a ‘smartcard’ that gives
access to the car. Such clubs exist in places such as Brighton,
Edinburgh, Leeds, Bristol and several parts of London, and some of
them offer a choice of car size according to your need. A first
‘commercial’ car club in Cambridge is proposed for the Romsey
area, and others are suggested as parts of ‘Travel Planning’ for
developments on the fringe of the city. They need to be tied to a
very local area, preferably within easy walking distance, but that
could be extended in Cambridge if secure cycle parking co-existed
with the parking for the car club cars.

Each car club usually replaces about
six private cars.
What is the experience elsewhere and how will this help in
Cambridge?
Firstly it has been found that each club car usually replaces about
six private cars. We know that many people in Cambridge who own
a car do not use it for daily trips, as they cycle or walk, but just use
it for ‘essential’ trips. Walk down a typical Cambridge terraced
street, after a frosty or snowy day (we did have one this year!) and
you’ll be surprised how many cars clearly have not been moved in
24 hours. Now just imagine all those streets with five out of every
six of those cars removed!
Secondly it has been found that people who join a car club reduce
the miles they drive. This is because it removes the temptation to
drive for trips that can be made easily by walking, cycling or public
transport. It also means you pay almost the ‘full cost’ of each trip at
the time of trip, rather than paying for insurance, tax,
(depreciation), etc and only considering the cost as ‘fuel’. So you
better understand the true cost of your trip.

So are there any problems? Clearly this isn’t a solution for the
20 000 miles per year driver, and isn’t likely to appeal to the sort of
person who regards ‘his’ car as an extension of his personality.
Unfortunately there are other problems. Where there is a shortage
of parking, there can be resistance to the ‘stealing’ of spaces for a
specific scheme, and clearly each club car does need a specific space
on or off road to which it can be returned for the next user. This is
especially true in zones with ‘Residents Parking Permits’. If these
objections can be overcome in the short term, perhaps even people
who continue to own a car and park it on the street will see the
benefits, as others give up their cars and join a scheme, leaving free
spaces on the road most of the time.
Come on, support car clubs, and reclaim the streets for cyclists.
Jim Chisholm

Cyclists’ Brack
Simon, Nigel, Clare and I have decided to constitute ourselves as
an informal cake research subgroup. At the time we were sampling an Irish brack or tea-cake (so called because it’s made with
tea, not for tea) which my mother calls Cyclists’ Brack because
it’s ideal for warding off what she would not call the bonk. In
other words, it’s an easily portable and very tasty source of quick
energy.
450 ml (15 fl oz) cold tea
200 g (7 oz) brown sugar
340 g (12 oz) dried fruit
280 g (10 oz) self-raising wholemeal flour
1 egg
Soak the sugar and fruit overnight in the tea. In a separate bowl
add the beaten egg to the flour and stir. Add the tea mixture.
Cook in a greased loaf tin for an hour and a half at 190° C (Gas
Mark 4). This gives 2580 Calories (91% carbohydrate), for what
it’s worth.
Tim Burford

Both these are, of course, benefits even to ‘non-users’ as our streets
would be clearer of parked cars, and fewer cars would be clogging
up and polluting our roads.
For users the benefits must in the main be financial. If you do less
than about 6 000 miles per year yet run a newish car you are likely
to gain (just think of no car loan, or extra money in the bank). Some
suggest savings of £1,500 per annum . Even for those of us with
older cars, but who do fewer miles, there can be gains. With no tax
or insurance to pay up front, low mileage users are still likely to
benefit, especially if they further reduce their car use. They also get
the benefit of the use of a more modern reliable car for those trips
they do make.
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Examining legality
There has been a trickle of letters to the
Cambridge Evening News in the few weeks
since the announcement that the cycling
ban in the city centre would be lifted permanently (well, permanently for at least 12
months), complaining about cyclists breaking laws such as riding on pavements or
against one-way streets. (There have also
been just as many letters welcoming the
change.)
But what is it that causes people to ride
illegally, and what should be done about it?

The Campaign’s position on
illegal and inconsiderate cycling
Firstly, let us be clear that Cambridge
Cycling Campaign has a clear position in
favour of responsible, legal cycling. Several
years ago we published our position paper
on Responsible, Legal Cycling. The headline
statement in this is:
‘The
Campaign
supports
enforcement (applied in a fair and
reasonable manner) of all traffic
regulations, for all categories of road
user, to reduce conflict and road
danger.’
And as it also states:
‘This policy aims to make clear our
advocacy of responsible, legal
cycling. We believe this is in the best
interests of cyclists themselves and
of the wider community.’

Lack of enforcement can create
a free-for-all
In any system, lack of enforcement of rules
means that people will try to get away with
doing what they want, and traffic is no
exception. Look at the vast amount of
speeding on motorways, for instance –
except for the patches that are covered by
speed (safety) cameras. There must be literally tens of millions of motoring infractions
every day across the UK that go totally
unenforced.
The same applies to errant cyclists. Those
who fail to understand the societal cost of
riding without lights will do so in the knowledge that they are unlikely to be caught. As
my dad jokingly used to say to me in my
school days, ‘by all means, break the rules
at school, just don’t get caught!’

There is often debate as to whether a
majority or minority of cyclists break rules
on pavement cycling, one way streets, use
of lights, etc. Personally I believe it is a
minority – there is actually a large number
of cyclists who do use lights, for instance.
But, ironically it is those with lights that are
least often noticed by motorists!
It is odd though that cyclists attract criticism
to the extent that they do compared to
other road users – ‘we’ collectively are
singled out (and often without any reference to the very many law-abiding cyclists)
in a way which law-breaking motorists
rarely are. One can speculate as to why.

Police response?
The police have historically cared little about
traffic enforcement, to the detriment of all
groups of road users. The automated solution of speed cameras deals with a small
proportion of dangerous road use, but
nothing more. In Cambridge, initiatives to
catch cyclists without lights seem limited to
a few days each year.

The police themselves
are not exactly
sending out a positive
message.
For instance, in four days in November
2005, police gave out a staggeringly tiny 37
fixed penalty notices. And I have seen
cyclists breaking the law in some way ride
past police officers or PCOs and receive not
even a cautionary word. The police themselves are not exactly sending out a positive
message.
Mind you, how many times have you heard
of prosecutions for motorists for parking in
mandatory cycle lanes (MCLs), which causes
much danger and inconvenience? None
that we have heard of – and not for want of
trying to get the police to take action.
At the most recent East Area Committee
meeting, I publicly asked the police officer
in attendance why so little attention is given
to enforcing laws on cyclists without lights
and laws like those on MCLs. ‘Lack of
resources’ was of course the response. He
also responded that, for every letter com-

‘Many cyclists breaking the law is an
indicator of suppressed demand. That
is a different thing to saying that
cycling misdemeanours should simply
be legalised for the sake of it.’
plaining that more should be done, another
letter is received asking why the police
aren’t spending valuable time on drugs and
other offences classified as being more serious.
I put the case that a very public three-month
period of enforcement against rogue
cycling during the winter would go a long
way towards stamping out the problem. I
suppose there would be issues with formfilling and the like. But what enforcement
currently exists is pitiful, and the result is a
public nuisance.
The very welcome initiative that cyclists
should have to return to a police station
within 14 days with a bike having working
lights, or be prosecuted, should be
extended and promoted. Not because it
means people don’t get prosecuted, but
because it gives less responsible cyclists a
very direct incentive to adhere to the law.
Presumably it also is easier for the police to
run, in the face of budgetary pressures.
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Errant cyclists their own worst
enemy?
I have long felt that one of the key barriers
to improving cycling in Cambridge is ironically not the littering of our streets with
obstructions created by the Councils, but
the behaviour of those cyclists who break
the law. Such law-breaking reduces the
level of support for improving cycling, particularly amongst those Councillors on the
Area Joint Committee and other committees who are already wary of supporting
cycling in any meaningful and genuine way.
Is there a consistent position here? Does the
high level of illegal pavement parking stop
the high level of support amongst councillors for squeezing as much parking out of
our narrow streets as possible? No – such
demands are as high as ever.
Take Romsey Town – pavement parking,
despite the absolutely appalling environment this creates for walkers and cyclists, is
now legalised, in an area that is suitable for
car-free living. How many local Councillors
or residents complain about that use of
pavements?

Removal of on-road car parking
would make space for cycling
Ironically, car parking provision is, in my
view, one of the many roots of illegal cycling.
At the Central/West Area Committee a few
months ago, discussions were being held on
three topics. Firstly, about how buses were
being held up on Barton Road by the
amount of car parking; secondly condemnation of illegal cycling in the area; and
lastly the old chestnut of how much residents parking should be provided.

Feature
Residents can’t have it both ways. Reducing
on-street parking in places like Barton Road,
Station Road, Queen’s Road, Lensfield
Road, most of Romsey and on East Road
would make space for bikes. Clearing the
parking from Queen’s Road would make
space for a continental style cycleway –
direct, 2.5 m wide, and highly visible. Who
then would want to cycle on the pavement?

Two-way cycling in one-way
streets
During the debate over the last few months
about allowing two-way cycling in streets
like Kingston Street, a form of provision that
ought to be bread-and-butter, accusations
were levied against the Campaign that we
were seeking simply to legalise law-breaking.
That is an unfair statement. Our position has
been one of principle – backed up by facts.
This street has plenty of space for two-way
cycling (indeed it is wider than many that
allow two-way car traffic!) and forms part
of an entirely sensible route.

Cyclists breaking the
law is one of the
biggest barriers for
improving cycling.
The fact that many cyclists are breaking the
law acts as an indicator of suppressed
demand, and there are good reasons for
why removing a cycling restriction is reasonable. That is a different thing to saying that
cycling misdemeanours should simply be

legalised for the sake of it. A universal legalisation of cycling on pavements is not something we would want to see, for instance.

When is a pavement a
cycleway?
Is it any surprise that so many cyclists use
pavements when the Council’s first port of
call for providing for cycling is seemingly
often to convert a pavement to shared-use?
For Hills Road bridge, all four original
options for change involved pavement
cycleways. Not a single one proposed onroad provision—what sort of message is
that?
Time and time again we have told councillors that pavement provision should be provision of last resort, and that improving the
general road environment (which includes
removing car parking spaces) should be the
priority. Yet those Councillors who have
ignored our message, and approved pavement cycling schemes, are often the very
same councillors who complain of cyclists
being law-breakers. Those councillors must
take a degree of responsibility for causing
illegal cycling.
The problem is one of mixed messages:
Councillors approve new pavement-based
cycling schemes and at the same time tell
cyclists not to use (other) pavements.
So let’s have a competition. I invite councillors (and anyone else) to write to tell us
which of the pavements in these pictures
can legally be cycled on. Responses via our
usual contact details, please.
Is this an excuse for those who use pavements when they shouldn’t? No. But it isn’t

I stood up and pointed out to the audience
that the three issues are intricately linked.
Many people walking in the area dislike the
Barton Road cycleway. Yet that only exists
because politicians were unwilling to
remove on-road car parking, which is the
correct and only genuinely cycle-friendly
solution. To my surprise, I was cheered in
support of this position.
Removal of on-road car parking here would
have the effects that people were asking
for: space for buses, bikes and walkers. It
would mean that cyclists don’t have to
weave in and out of parked cars precariously, and that they could avoid using an inadequate pavement cycleway that forces them
to give way at every side road. Yet some
residents also want to park in that space.

Spot the difference? One of these can be legally cycled, the other not. Write and
tell us which, and why. Cycling is encouraged on some pavements but
castigated on others which are almost identical.
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exactly helping the situation. There is often
no visible difference between a pavement
you can cycle on and one you can’t. There
is often no logical reasoning for allowing
cycling on some pavements but not others
nearby. And in many cases signage is
unclear or absent.

Illegal cycling a response to
inadequate provision
In my view, as well as the enforcement
issue, illegal cycling is ultimately a response
to inadequate provision, particularly where
pavement cycling is concerned.
Is it any surprise that people cycle on pavements when the streets are chock-full of
speeding cars, when cycle lanes are blocked
by vehicles parked in them, when using the
road means veering around parked cars, or
being intimidated by drivers when cycling
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away from the kerb (as is good cycling
practice)? In the UK, these conditions are
absolutely the norm.

Councillors who
approve pavementbased cycleways
against our advice
must take some
responsibility for
causing illegal cycling.

because a way to do the most natural, convenient thing had been legally provided.
Ultimately, many cyclists who break the law
will do so because the official conditions
under which they are supposed to ride are,
in their view, neither safe nor convenient.
Rather than shifting blame onto cyclists,
politicians must take the radical steps
towards proper provision for cycling that
are required. But at the same time, real
efforts must be made, particularly by the
police, to crack down on anti-social cycling,
for the benefit of the cycling community
and society as a whole.
Martin Lucas-Smith

It did not surprise me that, in the Netherlands, where cycling is genuinely catered
for, illegal cycling was practically non-existent. People had no need to break the law

A Manual for Streets
The Manual for Streets (MfS) could be the most influential document on urban design in 50 years. It is intended to bring about a
transformation in the way streets are designed in order to give
priority to environmental quality and to promote sustainable and
truly mixed user communities. It is a replacement for the
Government’s old Design Bulletin 32 and Places, Streets and Movement.
The draft focuses on residential and other light-trafficked streets
but the authors emphasise that the key principles are applicable to
other types of street too, particularly the fact that streets should be
designed not just to facilitate traffic but should be positively integrated with the built environment while taking the needs of pedestrians and cyclists into account. Future editions of the manual may
deal with busier environments, leading up to a comprehensive
guide to the design of all non-trunk streets.
Cycling is mentioned often in the document but there is only limited
reference to cycle facilities. Many would argue that this is how it
should be, for the emphasis is on developing street environments
which are inherently suitable for cycling without the need for bolton extras. Indeed, the main thrust of the document is about
recreating communities, quality environments and 'streetscapes'.
Cycling is but a means (although an important one) towards this
end rather than something to be accommodated in the abstract.

Another area where MfS raises the profile of cycling relates to
parking. Indeed, residential cycle parking is treated first and in
detail, in keeping with the manual’s hierarchy of users.
MfS is attractively produced and copiously illustrated with photos
of good and bad practice from home and abroad. It is promising
that its content has survived initial vetting by the DfT. What is not
clear is how the more extensive work on cycling carried out by the
former English Regional Cycling Development Team fits in with the
published document, of which it was once intended to be a part.
The finalised version is due to be launched on 29 March 2007 and
we will be reviewing this major new piece of government guidance
in full in the next edition. The finalised version should be online via
www.manualforstreets.org.uk by the time you read this.
This article is based on material from the Cycle Campaign
Network, reproduced with permission.

Key goals are providing for movement choices and encouraging
appropriate driver behaviour. A hierarchy of users is promoted, with
people on foot and with disabilities first, cyclists second, then public
transport, cars and other motorised vehicles.
For cyclists, the hierarchy of solutions – brought forward from
Cycle-Friendly Infrastructure – is supported with a clear statement
that cyclists should not use footways. Dynamic envelopes illustrate
the lateral space requirements of cyclists and other road users,
although the space stipulated for cyclists is insufficient. In keeping
with a minimal facility approach to cycle planning, the authors
stress the value of ‘invisible infrastructure’ such as 20 mph zones,
bus lanes and the like, which are both popular with cyclists and
good for safety.

Scholars Court in the St Matthew’s area of Cambridge is an
example of a civilized street layout possibly of the kind
Manual for Streets envisages.
13
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The Crossings Menagerie
Once upon a time there were just zebra crossings. Now there’s a whole menagerie of different types of crossings: pelican, puffin, toucan
and even tigers! So what are the differences and how do they affect cyclists? Monica Frisch has done some research.

Zebra crossing

onto it. As they are designated as pedestrian crossings, cyclists
should not cycle across them, though they can wheel their bikes
across. However, in Finland and Australia cyclists can use them.

Panda crossing
According to Wikipedia, the panda crossing in the UK was an early
attempt at a signal-controlled pedestrian road crossing. The first
trial installations started in 1962. A complex system of flashing
traffic lights was used to dictate when vehicles should stop, and
pedestrians could cross safely. The system proved unwieldy, and
was superseded by the pelican crossing.

Pelican crossing
Pelican crossings were introduced in 1969 and are controlled by
traffic lights. The name comes from PEdestrian LIght CONtrolled
crossing. Separate signals tell pedestrians when they may cross. A
red person indicates one should not cross, while a flashing green
person means one should not start to cross. The flashing green
indicator is accompanied by a flashing amber light for motorists and

Zebra crossing: the veteran of the ark of crossings.

Zebra crossings are bold, black and white stripes marked on the
road and were introduced into UK law in 1951. Their presence was
usually marked by Belisha beacons: flashing orange globes atop tall
black and white poles and named after the transport minister who
introduced them in 1934. Drivers have to give way to a pedestrian
on a zebra crossing who has priority once he or she has stepped
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at the same time. The name comes from Pedestrian User-Friendly
Interface. In Cambridge puffins are gradually replacing pelicans.

Do not ride across a pelican, puffin or
zebra crossing. Dismount and wheel
your cycle across.

on-road cyclists, indicating that they can move if there is no pedestrian crossing but they must give way to any pedestrians on the
crossing. The steady green person indicator may be accompanied
by a bleeping sound to help blind people. There are several in
Cambridge, for example across Gonville Place near the swimming
pool. Cyclists should not cycle across them, though they may wheel
their bikes across.

Pegasus crossing

They may also have extra pedestrian detectors. These are meant to
ensure that the signal for vehicles remains red until the pedestrians
have finished crossing (within practical limits) or cancel the pedestrian demand should the pedestrian move away from the kerb side,
cross in a gap, not use the crossing, or wait outside the detection
area. They don’t have a flashing amber phase for motorists like the
older pelican crossings. It appears that the ‘latest thinking’ is that
the detectors mean the crossing phase can be shortened, thereby
easing traffic congestion.

Tiger crossing
These are zebra crossings which cyclists can use and they are
painted yellow and black. The idea is so new it’s not yet in the
Highway Code (though it has got into Wikipedia), but they have
been trialled in London and we’ve heard one is planned for the
Addenbrooke’s site.

Toucan crossing
Toucan crossings, the Highway Code explains, are ‘light-controlled
crossings that allow cyclists and pedestrians to cross at the same
time’ hence the name (‘two can’ get it?). They are push button

A pegasus crossing
Named after the flying horse of mythology, these are like pelican
crossings but with a second control panel situated higher up for the
use of mounted horse riders and with red and green mounted horse
pictograms. Usually combined with features to increase safety for
horse riders.

Puffin crossing
Puffin crossings differ from pelican crossings in that the lights controlling the pedestrians are on the near side of the road, rather than
on the opposite side. The reasoning for the positioning of the
pedestrian controlling lights on the same side as the pedestrian is
to make it easier for pedestrians to watch the lights and the traffic

In Cambridge puffins are gradually
replacing pelicans.

At a toucan crossing the red pedestrian and cycle
signals are advisory and if it is safe one can cross
even when it is red.
15
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operated. Pedestrians and cyclists will see the green signal together.
Cyclists are not segregated from pedestrians and are permitted to
ride across. Unlike the older pelican crossings, they don't have a
flashing amber phase for vehicles on the road. The signals indicating whether or not it is safe for pedestrians and cyclists to cross are,
in Cambridge, often on the far side of the road though government
policy now favours conversion to puffin-style nearside signals. At a
toucan crossing the red pedestrian and cycle signals are advisory
and, if it is safe one can cross even when it is red (on foot or on
one's bike).
There are several toucan crossings in Cambridge. A particularly
well-designed one with farside signals crosses Queen’s Road from
Garrett Hostel Lane to Burrell’s Walk. This works well because
pedestrians and cyclists are informally segregated by painted markings on the approaches to the crossing. One with nearside signals
crosses Fen Causeway near the Leys School.

At a toucan (Pelican or Puffin)
crossing, the red cycle- and
pedestrian signals are advisory, and if
it is safe one can cross even when it
is red.

Cycle-only crossings and parallel crossings

Feature

The Highway Code explains ‘Cycle tracks on opposite sides of the
road may be linked by signalled crossings. You may ride across but
you MUST NOT cross until the green cycle symbol is showing.’ They
may be parallel to a pedestrian crossing, in which case they may be
combined with a ban on cyclists turning left or right (depending on
layout) across the pedestrian crossing. There’s one in Cambridge

The
states that
pedestrians ‘MUST NOT loiter on
zebra, pelican or puffin crossings’ –
and that’s sensible advice for cyclists
too!

which crosses Regent Street from the corner of Parker’s Piece by the
University Arms Hotel. Before its recent unsatisfactory conversion to
a toucan with nearside signals, the main Gonville Place crossing was
a parallel crossing with farside signals.

Crossings, cyclists and the law
So cyclists can use cycle-only crossings (obviously), tiger and toucan
crossings. Rule 64 of the Highway Code states clearly: ‘Do not ride
across a pelican, puffin or zebra crossing. Dismount and wheel your
cycle across.’ An illuminated cyclist sign indicates a crossing cyclists
can use.
The Highway Code states that pedestrians
‘MUST NOT loiter on zebra, pelican or
puffin crossings’ – and that’s sensible
advice for cyclists too! But there are
variations in the restrictions, with the
signals at some crossings being advisory
and at others mandatory. Where the
signals are mandatory, as with cycle-only
crossings, the Highway Code is clear that
cyclists must not cross on a red light.
At a toucan crossing the red pedestrian
and cycle signals are advisory and if it is
safe one can cross even when it is red (on
foot or on one's bike).
If you are concerned about crossings for
cyclists (and pedestrians) join the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign's crossings
subgroup and contribute to the
discussions about what’s good, bad and
dreadful.
Monica Frisch
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/lists/crossing
s/subscriptions.html

Parallel crossing: Regent Street.
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Bits and Pieces
How to Save Yourself $1m (over 30 years)
It was while working as a reporter at a US TV station that Chris
Balish started thinking about how he might live without a car.
Chris calculated that if he avoided car expenses for 30 years, he
would pocket more than $1 million in savings. Now living in Los
Angeles, and having ridden a bicycle for the last three years,
Chris says going without four wheels is not that difficult. (From
Cycle Reading No.94 Autumn 2006)
cyclesantamonica.blogspot.com/2006/09/carless-santamonica.html

NICE recommends cycling
New guidance on tackling obesity from the National Institute for
Health and Clinical Excellence has called for local authorities,
healthcare professionals, schools and employers to do more to
promote cycling. The guidance was published two days before
a conference, called by Health Minister Caroline Flint, to discuss
a ‘Healthy Living’ strategy to tackle childhood obesity.

Daniel Cadden wins his appeal:
‘No case to answer’
Cyclist Daniel Cadden, who was convicted by a court in Telford last
August for riding on a road instead of using an alternative cycle
path, has won his appeal and the conviction has been quashed. The
judge at Shrewsbury Crown Court told Cadden that he was as
entitled to be on the road as anyone else and there was no obligation on him to use the cycle path.
The issue turned on whether the cyclist had unreasonably impeded
traffic. The judge noted that traffic had been light, there had been
no more than transitory inconvenience to drivers behind him and
he had caused no danger to anyone. There was therefore no way
in which the court could rule that his behaviour had been
inconsiderate.
In response to the police suggestion that Cadden should have
ridden in a 0.9 m area of the carriageway between the kerb and the
outside lane marking, so that traffic could pass more easily, the
judge was clear that this part of the road was not intended to be
used by any vehicle and that included cycles. It would be unwise to
expect cyclists to ride in this area and there could be dangers
involved in doing so. There was no question therefore that the right
place for cyclists to ride is in the general traffic lane. With regard to
the cycle track, the court took the view that Cadden’s speed of
20 mph would have been excessive and possibly unsafe for a track
shared with pedestrians. Someone riding at that speed should be
expected to use the road.

However, the court's verdict cannot be taken as a precedent for all
circumstances and cyclists must be aware of their responsibilities to
others and not expect to be 'in the right' just because they may
legally use a road. The judgement was highly sensitive to fact and
degree. Someone riding much slower might be wiser to use the
cycle track and their actions in delaying traffic on the road might
under some circumstances be inconsiderate. It comes down to the
reasonableness of a cyclist's behaviour in the particular
circumstances.
The judge expressed veiled criticism of the police for bringing the
charges, which seemed to be more a consequence of the cyclist not
accepting the ‘road safety advice’ (to ride in the gutter or on the
cycle track) that the police had given than of the cyclist’s riding
behaviour. The retrial did not run its full course but was stopped by
the court (upon a request by Cadden’s counsel) after the completion of prosecution evidence. The court agreed that there was no
merit in continuing as the court could not possibly find against the
cyclist.
Daniel Cadden’s defence was funded by the Cyclists’ Defence Fund
which needs on-going financial support by cyclists in order to continue its essential work. Please consider making a donation. You
can do this on-line at www.cyclistsdefencefund.org.uk.
Reprinted with permission from CCN News no 87
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Maintenance: South Cambs saves money?
As a regular cyclist in South Cambridgeshire
and the City of Cambridge I’ve noticed no
recent signs of road sweeping on part of my
journey. In fact it is so neglected at one
point that even the white line marking out
the cycle lane is obscured! And on wet days,
huge pools of water stretch half way across
the road as it can’t get to the gullies, even
those that are not blocked. I’ve arrived
home and had to tip the water out of my
shoes after being drenched by a passing
vehicle. At one point, just by a busy pedestrian crossing, pools of water are common
as a gully is blocked. It is necessary to cycle
almost to the middle of the road to avoid
the pool, and I pity any pedestrian waiting
when lorries pass.
I decided to ring South Cambridgeshire
District Council to see if they had a policy
regarding road sweeping and gully emptying, but even after 20 minutes, and several
returns to the switchboard, I found no one
who knew what a ‘gully’ was, let alone who
could tell me what the policy was!

I decided that perhaps I should have
looked at the website (scambs.gov.uk),
and soon found:
Mechanical sweeping schedule –
Within village envelopes, all roads,
kerbed and unkerbed, will be
mechanically swept every two
months, including around traffic
islands, roundabouts, junctions etc.
Outside village envelopes, kerbed
sections only will be mechanically
swept every six months.
Clearly this isn’t happening.
I also discovered that ‘road drains’—which
I´ve always known as ‘gullies’—should be
covered by the County Council. I've now
had replies to my emails from both Cambridgeshire County and South Cambridgeshire District Councils, and I'm waiting to
see what action follows.
For blocked gullies anywhere in the
County contact Street Scene
(street.scene@cambridgeshire.gov.uk or
0845 045 5212)
Jim Chisholm

Schools may have closed, but cyclists
continue to cycle Sustrans route 11
towards Addenbrooke’s on this
winter’s only day of snow. No sign
of the genome stripes here, or even
where the path goes.
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Even the white line outside the cycle
lane is obscured. This section was
eventually swept in mid March.
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Campaign diary
April 2007
Tue 3

7.30 pm

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park Street junction. (Tea and coffee, a chance to chat, and for
us to introduce ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting proper starts at 8 pm.). Copenhagen is known far and
wide as the City of Cyclists. We will be showing a 20-minute video produced by the council at the City of Copenhagen on the way
they provide for cyclists, by reallocating road space, providing good quality cycle parking facilities, and giving genuine attention to
cyclists’ needs at crossings. The video also covers how the Council there regularly canvasses the views of cyclists through their ‘Bicycle
Account.’ Councillors in Cambridge are particularly invited to see this.

Thu 5

7.30 pm

Cambridge South Area Committee City Council meeting. Such meetings often cover walking, cycling and planning issues and the
public may attend. It can be useful and even interesting for Campaign members. Venue not yet announced.

Sat 7

10 am

CTC (Cyclists' Touring Club) Cambridge District Association will lead a bike ride to elevenses at a garden centre (or similar), and back
to Cambridge in time for lunch. Cycling Campaign members are welcome. These should be gentle rides, and no-one will be left
behind. Turn up at the Lensfield Road end of Brookside for 10 am. For more information, visit www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk or phone
Joseph Sugg on (01223) 570490.

Fri 13

8.30 am

Mon 16

7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café, 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sat 21

10 am

CTC Saturday ride. See 7 April for a description.

Tue 1

7.30 pm

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. For details see 3 April. We hope to give a presentation on our
findings last year from our visit to the Netherlands, subject to confirmation.

Sat 5

10 am

CTC Saturday ride. See 7 April for a description.

review and planning for 72, over breakfast at Tatties café on Sussex Street.

May

Sat 5

Deadline for articles written for

.

Mon 7

9.30 am

Special bank holiday Leisurely Ride, Cambridge 20/50 to Reach and Ely. This special ride will be the biggest of the year. The options
are a 20 mile round trip to the village of Reach, or a 50 mile round trip to Ely. Both rides will go at a leisurely pace and follow
National Cycle Network route 11. In association with Sustrans. Gather at Reality Checkpoint (centre of Parker's Piece) for 10 am
prompt departure. We’ll pass through Stourbridge Common at 10.15 am and Newmarket Road Park and Ride at 10.30 am; join us
there if you wish. Those going to Ely have the option of a return by train to Cambridge, subject to limited availability of spaces for
bikes. Bring lights if you’re expecting to do the 50.

Thu 10

7.30 pm

Cambridge West/Central Area Committee City Council meeting. (See 5 April for notes.) The Pavilion Room, Cambridge University
Sports Ground, Wilberforce Road.

Thu 17

7.30 pm

Cambridge East Area Committee City Council meeting. Cherry Trees Day Centre, St Matthews Street. (See 5 April for notes.)

Sat 19

10 am

CTC Saturday ride. See 7 April for a description.

Thu 24

7.30 pm

envelope stuffing at the Baby Milk
Action office, 34 Trumpington Street. Help very much
welcomed.

Thu 31

7.30 pm

Cambridge North Area Committee City Council
meeting. Manor Community College, Arbury Road.
(See 5 April for notes.)

Fri 1

8.30 am

review and planning for 73, over
breakfast at Tatties café on Sussex Street.

Tue 5

7.30 pm

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane. For details see 3 April.

Sun 10

1 pm

Leisurely ride in association with Sustrans. Meet at
Reality Checkpoint (the centre of Parker’s Piece). A
countryside ride, at a gentle pace.

Espresso pedalling
Caffe
Mobile
has
just
launched a mobile espresso
bar in Sidney Street in Cambridge based on a rickshaw
tricycle. The alternative to
doing a tricycle coffee bar was
to tow a trailer in and out
every day with a diesel van,
making 4 trips every day,
which is not something the
owner wanted to do!

June

16–24
Mon 18

We applaud such initiatives
and wish Caffe Mobile well in
their new venture.

National Bike Week 2007. More information nearer
the time.
7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café, 5-7
Norfolk Street.

Caffe Mobile offers coffee
by tricycle power.
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YOUR STREETS THIS MONTH
City Centre
Anyone who has cycled through the city centre recently may have
noticed a few law-abiding cyclists waiting forlornly in King’s Parade
or in Peas Hill waiting for a red traffic light to turn green and staring
at a completely empty road ahead, their frustration increased by the
less patient and law-abiding sailing by into the distance. This is all
due to work at the Grand Arcade and the installation of traffic

school for sport. There is also a nursery school opposite the bus
stops. Cambridge Cycling Campaign and many local occupants
have tried hard to persuade the County Council that Parkside
should be included in the City Centre 20 mph speed limit zone.
However, we have not been successful. The 20 mph zone starts just
after the crossing between Parkside School and Parker’s Piece. We
also asked for the opportunity to be taken to improve the dropped
kerb position. We succeeded in this.

Snakey Path

Temporary traffic
lights all over the
place because of
the Grand
Arcade.

Cambridge County Council issued a Temporary Prohibition of Use
Order in February, 'the effect of which is to stop any pedestrian or
pedal-cyclist from proceeding along Footpath No.1 [the Snakey
Path] between its junctions with Burnside and Daws Lane. It is
anticipated that the closure, which is necessary to enable watercourse bank piling to be undertaken, will commence on Monday 26
March 2007 and last for approximately four weeks. The closure will
take place between 8 am and 5 pm Mondays to Fridays.'

Riverside bridge

The 20 mph speed limit in this area will be introduced when the
works are complete, but the contraflow lane will not be provided
until later in the year when the car park exit layout and signage has
been finalised.

Work begins soon on the new foot and cycle bridge which will span
the River Cam from the former Simoco site in Chesterton across to
Riverside. It will include features such as a low level walkway, a
separate and slightly elevated cycleway and a number of sculpted
seats on the northern approach from Chesterton across the
floodplain. Works are due to start on site in April with completion
a year later.

Further information from Brian Stinton or Susan Mills on 01223
712244 or email cambridge.projects@cambridgeshire.gov.uk.

Riverside will be closed to motor vehicle traffic for six months
(access will remain open at all times for pedestrians and cyclists).

Parkside

To find out more, go to:
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/riversidebridge.

calming in Wheeler Street and Corn Exchange Street which is at
present closed to all but pedestrians.

Long-distance buses are now operating out of Parkside, with a
number of new bus shelters in place and a new taxi rank to serve
passengers. There has been much opposition to this move, not least
because one of Cambridge’s major secondary schools is situated on
Parkside and pupils use Parker’s Piece across the road from the

Histon cycleway
Works for a new cycle and footpath to tie into the existing shareduse path along Park Lane, from the Girton–Oakington road to
Histon are well under way. This 1.8 m wide path, which was
originally to reach just to the Guided Busway route, will now be
extended to the sharp bend into Histon. It will provide a useful link
to National Cycle Network route 51.

Cambridgeshire Guided Bus
The Guided Bus scheme became a reality on 5 March when
Transport Secretary Douglas Alexander welcomed the construction
of the factory dedicated to producing the concrete guideway for
the project. A 1.5 km (1 mile) test section of the busway is scheduled to be completed for trials later this year. The busway is due to
open in Spring 2009.
For further information contact Kara Hill on 01223 718510.

Long-distance buses are now operating out of Parkside. A
new dropped kerb is in place for cyclists just beyond.
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